


                                        Avongara Rikita 
                                                      Whelped May 8, 2006   
 
                                                     DESCRIPTION ACCOMPANYING 
                                 BCOA APPLICATION FOR SUBMITTING NATIVE STOCK 
 
 
         “Kita” is the brindle son of Avongara Luka, a tri-colored bitch imported in whelp 
from the Democratic Republic of Congo in March 2006. He has a typical tiger-stripped 
brindle pattern, orange-red base coat, and nicely placed white markings. He has a very 
masculine, correctly plained head with relatively small, well-hooded ears, dark brown 
almond eyes, black eye rim and nose pigment, and pleasing muzzle cushions. His under  
jaw is strong, and he possesses a perfect scissors bite with large, well-formed teeth. His 
neck is arched, and flows smoothly into well-laid-back shoulders without the typical 
“dip” seen in some native stock Basenjis.  He has good depth of chest and tuck-up, a 
strong topline stacked as well as moving, and a moderately high tail set.  When relaxes 
and comfortable, his tail attempts a “one and one-half”curl.  Kita possesses good length 
of leg, and is not “high behind” when stacked, standing naturally, or moving. While he 
measures a bit longer then tall, he projects a respectably “square” image. He has correct 
feet, with thick pads and well-arched toes.  On the move, Kita is clean coming and going 
and has balanced, open side movement. His angulation is moderate, and balanced front  
and rear. 
 
            Kita is a delightful dog to live with – very vocal, playful, and mischievous in all 
Of the ways that are typical of Basenjis. He does not dig or climb. He exhibits excellent 
Bite inhibition under all circumstances, and enjoys then company of humans – especially 
his immediate family and friends.  Kita startles fairly easily when confronted with new 
places, or loud noises – but usually recovers quickly, thanks to his unflagging curiosity. 
He accepts petting and hugs from children he does not know with gentle stoicism.  Kita 
Travels well, is quiet in his travel crate, and behaves nicely in hotel rooms. He has been 
Boarded, together with several of our other Basenjis, and the staff indicated that after an 
Initial  “getting to know you” period he was  “the most affectionate and easy-going  
Basenji” they had ever met. He can be somewhat aggressive with Basenji males or large     
dogs that he does not know, but generally prefers to simply ignore any dog that is not in 
“his” pack.  Last but not least, Kita learns practical verbal commands and adapts to  
changes in our household routine very quickly – exhibition the innate intelligence and 
flexibility that are hallmarks of the breed. 
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Findings reviewed and approved by:

Dr. George J. Brewer

This DNA test is for the mutation typically found to cause the disease in this breed.

Please visit the "Current Services" list on our website at 

for helpful information regarding this type of test result.
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